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Let G and H be finite graphs with equal uniform degree refinements. Their finite 
common covering graph G 0 H is constructed. It is shown that G, H, and G 0 H 
can be 2-cell embedded in orientable surfaces M, N and S”, respectively, in such a 
way that the graph covering projections G 0 H + G and G 0 H + H extend to 
branched coverings M + S- + N of the surfaces. Additional properties of G 0 H 
are used to obtain some nontrivial consequences about coverings of some planar 
graphs. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If p: G- -+ G is a graph covering projection and G is 2-cell embedded in 
a closed surface S, then there exists a uniquely determined closed surface 
S” and a 2-cell embedding of GN in S” such that p can be extended to a 
branched covering projection p: S- + S which has branch points only in 
the interiors of the 2-cells of S, at most one in each 2-cell. Given any two 
graphs G and H which have a common uniform degree refinement (see the 
definitions in Sect. 2) we construct their common covering graph G 0 H. It 
is shown that some particular embeddings of G and of H in closed surfaces 
A4 and N, respectively, and the covering projections p: G 0 H --+ G and 
4: G 0 H + H give rise to the same surface S-in which G 0 H is embedded 
such that both, p and q, can be extended to branched covering projections 
A4 +- Sm -+ N. We use this fact and additional properties of G 0 H to prove 
some interesting corollaries. Among others we obtain the following result 
which was first proved by Gallai [S]. Let G(m, n) be an m-regular graph 
which can be 2-cell embedded in the 2-sphere or in the plane such that all 
2-cells are n-gonal. Call a 2-cell multi-n-gon if its length is a multiple of n. 
Then any m-regular graph which can be embedded in the 2-sphere or in the 
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plane with all 2-cells multi-n-gons is a covering graph over G(m, n). Con- 
sequently we obtain some nontrivial restrictions on the number of vertices 
and edges of such graphs. Some new generalizations of the above result, in 
particular to semiregular planar graphs, are also mentioned. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
We consider graphs with loops and multiple edges. For geometric 
reasons we restrict ourselves to locally finite graphs. Each edge of a graph 
G gives rise to two oppositely oriented arcs. The set of all arcs of G will be 
denoted by D(G). For each arc e E D(G) we denote the opposite arc of e by 
r(e), by i(e) the initial vertex and by t(e) = ir(e) the terminal vertex of e. 
For each v E V(G) we define the star of v, denoted by st(v, G), as the set 
of the arcs which have v as the initial vertex. The degree deg(v) of a vertex 
v E V(G) is equal to the cardinality of st(v, G). In the computation of the 
degree loops are counted twice. 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic notation and ter- 
minology of topological graph theory [ 151. If H is a connected graph and 
p: G -+ H is a graph map such that for each v E V(G), p induces a bijection 
between the arcs incident to v and the arcs incident to p(v), then p is said 
to be a (graph) covering projection. Let S” and S be surfaces. A continuous 
map q: SN -+ S is called a branched covering if q is onto and there is a dis- 
crete set of points X, called branch points, in S such that q restricted to 
SW - q- ‘(X) is a covering onto S - X, i.e., each point y E S has a 
neighborhood VVV such that q restricted to any component of q-l( VeV) is 
homeomorphism. See, e.g., [4, 61. 
A rotation system of a linite graph G is a set P = (PV; v E V(G)}, where 
each P, is a cyclic permutation of the star of v. There is a natural 
correspondence between the rotation systems of G and its 2-cell embed- 
dings in orientable surfaces (e.g., [ 151). There is a similar combinatorial 
description of 2-cell embeddings of infinite graphs. However, using 
arbitrary local cyclic permutations we may obtain “2-cells” of inhnite 
length. Hence, by a rotation system of an infinite locally finite graph G we 
mean a set P = (PO; v E V(G)} of local cyclic permutations which give rise 
to 2-cells of finite lengths only. As in the finite case the following can be 
shown. Let G be a connected locally finite graph. Then 
(a) Any 2-cell embedding of G into a (noncompact) oriented surface 
without boundary gives rise to a unique rotation system on G. 
(b) A rotation system P on G determines (up to homeomorphism) a 
(noncompact) oriented surface S and a 2-cell embedding of G into S such 
that the rotation system of this embedding is equal to P. Moreover, if P is 
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induced by some 2-cell embedding of G into an oriented surface S’ (by (a)) 
then S’ is homeomorphic to S with a homeomorphism preserving the 
image of G and orientation. 
According to the above discussion, we mean by a surface every (compact 
or noncompact) orientable 2-manifold without boundary. We shall con- 
sider only 2-cell embeddings. Note that the usual definition of embeddings 
of infinite graphs is more general than that of 2-cell embeddings. 
Let p: G --+ H be a graph covering. Suppose that H is 2-cell embedded in 
an orientable surface S and that the embedding is described by a rotation 
system P. The Zzft of P to G with respect to the map p is a set PN of local 
cyclic permutations on G which is determined by: pP,“(e) = PPCU,( p(e)), 
u E V(G), e E st(u, G). If P* is also a rotation system (i.e., in particular, if p 
is a linite-to-one covering) then P- gives rise to a 2-cell embedding of G 
into a surface Sm. 
In [6] the following proposition is proved for finite graphs, although it 
is not explicitly stated. It is easily verified also for infinite graphs in the case 
when the covering p: G -+ H is such that P”, the lift of P, is a rotation 
system on G. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. A graph covering p: G + H can be extended to a 
branched covering SW -+ S. The branch points arise only in the interiors of 
the 2-cells of S, at most one in each 2-cell. u 
Finally we give the definition of a notion which is closely related to the 
universal cover. A degree partition of a graph G is a partition of V(G) into 
classes V,, V2,..., Vn (1~ n d 00) for which there exist numbers ri, 
(1 <i,j<n) such that for each j (1 <j<n) and each VE Vi there are 
exactly rij arcs of st(v, G) which have the terminal vertex in Vj. The 
corresponding n x n matrix R = (rii) is called a degree refinement. We do 
not distinguish between the degree refinements which differ only by a 
possible relabeling of the classes V, , V2,..., I/,. Two graphs admit a com- 
mon degree refinement if and only if they have the same universal cover 
(see [9]). W e note that our definition of a degree refinement slightly differs 
from that in [9] since we do not require its minimality, but nevertheless 
this does not cause any problems. 
For our purposes, only degree partitions with another special property 
will be important. We say that a degree partition and the corresponding 
degree refinement R are uniform if in each row of R all nonzero numbers 
are pairwise equal. 
2.2. EXAMPLES. (a) Each graph has a trivial degree partition (resp. 
trivial degree refinement) which is obtained if each class Vi contains exactly 
one vertex. The trivial degree refinement is equal to the adjacency matrix of 
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the graph. If G is a simple graph (no loops and no multiple edges), then its 
trivial degree partition is uniform (all nonzero numbers are equal to 1). 
(b) Every bipartite d-regular graph has uniform refinements R = (d) 
and R’ = (! ,“). 
(c) The graphs G1, G2, and G3 of Fig. 1 have uniform degree 
refinements RI, RZ, and R3, respectively, where 
(d) Let p: G + H be a graph covering, and let Yl, V2,..., Vn be a 
degree partition of H. ,Then p-‘(I’,), p-‘( V2),..., p-‘( V,) is a degree par- 
tition of G which yields the same degree refinement as the degree partition 
of H. 1 
Let G be a graph, and let V1, V2,..., Vn be a degree partition of G. To 
denote in which class a vertex of G lies we introduce the type-function type: 
V(G) + { 1, 2,..., n) by type(u) := i if u E Vi. Thus the vertices of V’, are said 
to be of type i. Similarly we classify the arcs of G; e E D(G) is said to be of 
type( i, j) if i(e) is of type i and t(e) is of type j. 
3. A COMMON COVER OF GRAPHS 
Let R = (Ye) be a given n x n matrix (1 < n < co) such that there exist 
some graphs which have R as a degree refinement. We assume that R as a 
degree refinement is uniform. For each i (1 < i < n), let a cyclic permutation 
Ti of the set (j; 1 < j<n, r,#O} be given, and let T:= {Ti; 1 didn). Let 
G be a graph which has uniform degree partition V,, V2,..., V/n and the 
corresponding degree refinement R. If P = (p0; v E V’(G)} is a rotation 
system on G, we say that P is (R, T)-compatible, or equivalently, com- 
patible with R and T, if for each i, I < i < n, and for each vertex u of type i 
and each arc e E st(v, G), type(t(e)) = k implies type(t(P,(e))) = Ti(k). In 
other words, P, acts on st(u, G) so that the types of the terminal vertices of 
the arcs form a periodical sequence (e.g., 1, 3, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 3, 2 ,... ). Note that 
G has an (R, T)-compatible rotation system if and only if R is uniform, and 
in this case there are many such rotation systems. We also say that a 2-cell 
embedding of G is (R, T)-compatible if the corresponding rotation system is 
(R, T)-compatible. 
Let G and H be connected graphs which have a common uniform degree 
refinement R, and let T be as above. Choose any two rotation systems, P 
on G and Q on H, which are (R, T)-compatible. The following is easily 
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verified. If e E D(G) and f~ D(H) are of the same type, then for every k, 
p&,(e) and Q3,(f) have the same type. 
For each u E V(G) and each u E V(H) denote by B(u, u) the set of l-l 
mappings of st(v, G) into st(u, H) which preserve the type and the 
rotations: if 71 E B(u, u) then type( t(e)) = type( t(n(e))) and rc(P,(e)) = 
Q,(n(e)) for every e E st( u, G). 
We proceed with the definition of a graph G 0 H which will be proved to 
be a common cover of graphs G and H. We note that G 0 H depends in 
particular on R, T, and the (R, T)-compatible rotation systems P and Q. 
The graph has vertex set V(G 0 H) = ( (v, u, x); v E V(G), u E V(H), 
type(v) = type(u), 71 E B(u, u)}. The arc-set is equal to D( G 0 H) = 
((e, u, n); eE D(G), u E V(H), type(i(e)) = type(u), 71 E B(i(e), u)>. An arc 
(e, u, 7t) has the initial vertex (i(e), u, 71). The opposite arc of (e, u, n) is 
r(k u, 4) := (r(e), t(O)), n’) w  h ere Z’ is the uniquely determined map- 
ping from B(t(e), t(n(e))) such that n’(r(e)) = r(rc(e)). The technical proof 
that Y is an involution without fixed points is left to the reader. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. The mapping cp: D( G 0 H) + D( H 0 G) given by 
cp(e, u, n) = (n(e), i(e), n-‘) determines an isomorphism from G 0 H onto 
H 0 G. 
Proof Use the definitions. 1 
In general, graphs G 0 H have large number of vertices. For example, if 
G and H are r-regular graphs and R = (r) then 1 V( G 0 H)I = 
r * 1 V( G)I * 1 V(H) I. As an example consider the graph C, 0 C, . It is a cover- 
ing graph of both cycles, so it is isomorphic to a disjoint union of cycles. As 
we will show in Theorem 3.4, each of these cycles is of size d = l.c.m.(n, m). 
Hence C, 0 C, z 2nm/dC,. 
The graph map p: G 0 H -+ G given by p((u, u, 71)) := U, p((e, u, 71)) := e is 
obviously a graph covering of G 0 H onto G. The same holds for 
q:G 0 H-+H, q(( u, U, 71)) := u and q((e, u, 71)) := n(e). Projections p and q 
have some nice properties. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let G and H be graphs both having uniform degree 
refinement R. Let T be as described above and let P and Q be (R, T)-com- 
patible rotation systems of G and H, respectively. The graph G 0 H is a com- 
mon cover of graphs G and H. The ltft PM of P to G 0 H (w.r.t. the projec- 
tion p) is a rotation system which is equal to Q”, the lift of Q w.r.t. q. Hence 
the covering projections p: G 0 H --+ G and q: G 0 H -+ H can be extended to 
branched coverings of surfaces determined by the rotation systems P, Q and 
P- = Q-. 
Note. G 0 H need not be connected. In this case Se is a union of (con- 
netted) surfaces. 
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ProoJ: First, we verify that the lifts of P and of Q agree, i.e., P- = Q”. 
Let W := (u, u, 71) be any vertex of G 0 H, and let (e, u, 71) be any arc of 
st( W, G 0 H). By definition of the lift, pP”,(e, u, 7~)) = P,(e). Hence 
P”w((e, u, 4) = (P,(e), u, 4. Similarly, qQ”&e, u, 4) = Q,(q((e, u, 4)) = 
QJn(e)). Hence QWW( e, u, rc)) = (e’, u, n) where e’ is determined by n(e’) = 
q((e’, u, n)) = QJn(e)). To prove that PMW= QBW it now suffices to verify 
that P,(e) = e’ = zPIQUx(e). But this is implicit in the definition of B(u, u). 
That P- = Q” is a rotation system will be proved by Theorem 3.4. First, 
we need a lemma. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let e E D(G) and f E D(H) be arcs of the same type, i.e., 
type(i(e)) = type(i(f)) and type(t(e)) = type(t(f)). Then there is exactly one 
arc F in G 0 H such that p(F) = e and q(F) = $ 
Proof. F = (e, i(f), 71) where 7c E B( i( e), i(f)) is the unique map which 
sends e to f a 
3.4. THEOREM. Assume the notations of Theorem 3.2. Let C be any 2-cell 
of the embedding of G and let e be an arc on the boundary of C. Let D be 
any 2-cell of the embedding of H which has on its boundary at least one arc 
of the same type as e. Then in S- there is a 2-cell Cw for which p(C” ) = C 
and q(f) = D. The length [C” 1 of any such 2-cell is equal to 
l.c.m.(ICl, IDI). 
Proof. Let C be determined by the sequence of arcs e = e, , e2,..., e, 
(n= ICI), and let D be determined by fi, f2,..., fm (m= IDI) where fi is of 
the same type as e,. Note that ej+ 1 = P,(,,(r(ej)), 1 <j< n, and 
f’+ 1 = Q,,,,(r( fk)), 1 < k < m. This in turn implies that type(i(e,)) = 
type(i(fk)), k = 1, 2, 3,...; indices for ek are taken modulo n, while for fk they 
are taken modulo m. According to Lemma 3.3, the sequence of pairs of arcs 
(e,, fi), (e2, fi) ,..., (e,, fd), d = l.c.m.(n, m), determines a sequence 
f’, , Fz ,..., Fd of arcs in G 0 H. Let wk := i(Fk) (1 <k < d). It is easy to see 
that P” M, + ,(r(F,)) = F, + 1 (1 < j < d) which implies that F, , Fz ,..., Fd bound a 
2-cell in S- as required. 1 
An immediate consequence is 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let m be the least common multiple of the lengths of 2- 
cells of the embedding of G. The branched covering which is the extension of 
the covering q: G 0 H -+ H has branch points Of order greater than one only 
in those 2-cells of H which are not multi-m-gons. [ 
Let m 22 and k 22 be natural numbers such that (m-2)(k-2)<4, 
and let G(m, k) be an m-regular graph which is embedded in the 2-sphere 
or in the plane so that all 2-cells are k-gonal. For example, G(2, n) is the 
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cycle of length n, G(4,3) is the octahedron, G(4,4) and G(6, 3) are regular 
tessalations of the plane, etc. The following result was proved for finite 
graphs by Gallai [S]. We note that some straightforward consequences 
concerning the number of edges (vertices, 2-cells) of the considered planar 
graphs were known earlier [7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 141. See also [3]. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let H be an m-regular graph which is embedded in the 2- 
sphere or in the plane such that all of its 2-cells are multi-k-gons. Then H is a 
covering graph over G(m, k). Consequently, the number of vertices (resp. 
edges) of H is a multiple of the number of vertices (resp. edges) of G(m, k). 
Proof: Let R = (m). Note that T is unique, and that any embedding of 
an m-regular graph is (R, T)-compatible. Let G = G(m, k), and let N be a 
connected component of the surface in which G 0 H is embedded. By the 
assumptions, Corollary 3.5 implies that N is covering space over the simply 
connected surface in which H is embedded. Consequently, this covering is a 
homeomorphism, and the corresponding component of G 0 H which- lies in 
N is isomorphic to H. Hence the graph covering p restricted to this com- 
ponent gives rise to a graph covering map of H to G(m, k). 1 
The same method as used in the proof of Theorem 3.6 when applied to 
some other highly regular planar graphs instead of G(m, k) gives us 
analogous results. 
3.7. THEOREM. Let R be a untform degree refinement, and let G be a con- 
nected graph which admits R and has an (R, T)-compatible k-gonal 
embedding in the 2-sphere or in the plane. If H is any graph which has an 
(R, T)-compatible 2-cell embedding in the 2-sphere or in the plane such that 
all 2-cells are multi-k-gonal, then H is a covering graph over G. 1 
3.8. COROLLARY. Any two graphs which have (R, T)-compatible k-gonal 
embeddings in the 2-sphere or in the plane are isomorphic. 
Proof Let G and G’ be such graphs. By Theorem 3.7, G’ is a cover of 
G. By interchanging the role of G and G’, it is seen that also G is a cover of 
G’. Therefore G = G’. 1 
We explicitly state two special cases of Theorem 3.7. Recall that a graph 
is called (a, b)-semiregular if it admits the degree refinement (i z). 
3.9. COROLLARY. Let H be a (3,4)-semiregular graph (resp. (3, 5)- 
semiregular) which can be embedded in the 2-sphere or in the plane such that 
all 2-cells are multi-4-gons. Then H is a cover of the graph G,(resp. G2) of 
Fig. 1. 1 








FIG. 2. A common cover of Example 3.11. 
3.10. COROLLARY. Let H have the degree refinement R, of Exam- 
ple 2.2(c), and suppose that it has a compatible embedding in the 2-sphere or 
in the plane where all 2-cells are multi4gonal. Then H is a covering graph 
over the graph G3 of Fig. 1. i 
Finally, we give two examples of common covers which are as simple as 
possible. Note that the number of vertices of G 0 H is very large in general. 
3.11. EXAMPLE. Let H be the graph on two vertices joined by three 
edges, and let G be the complete graph on four vertices. Choose R = (3) as 
a degree refinement. Note that T is uniquely determined, T,( 1) = 1, and 
that every 2-cell embedding of a cubic graph is (R, T)-compatible. The 
embedding of G in the 2-sphere is determined up to isomorphism. Let P be 
the corresponding rotation system. On H we choose a rotation system, 
denote it by Q, which describes the embedding of H in the 2-sphere. Using 
a fact that the automorphism group of H together with Q is transitive on 
D(H), one can easily prove that all components of G 0 H are isomorphic. 
Since the 2-cells of G are triangles and the lengths of the 2-cells of H are 
two, all 2-cells of G 0 H are of length 6. An orientable closed surface in 
which a cubic graph has a hexagonal embedding must be the torus as is 
seen by the Euler’s formula, V- E + F = X(surface), and the conditions 
2E = 3 V, 6F = 2E. The graphs G, H and G 0 H are shown in Fig. 2. For 
G 0 H, the opposite sides are identified giving us a torus embedding of 
G 0 H. Both projections are easily read from the picture, as for example, 
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FIG. 3. Toroidal embedding of H. 
the vertex of G 0 H denoted by 3a is mapped by p onto the vertex of G 
marked by 3, and by 4 onto vertex a of H. 1 
3.12. EXAMPLE. The graph H of Example 3.11 has another orientable 
embedding. It is an embedding in the torus, having one 2-cell which is of 
length 6 (see Fig. 3). Denote the corresponding rotation system on H by 
Q. H admits degree refinement R’ = ( 3 o O 3). Also in this case T is uniquely 
determined: T,(2) = 2 and T2( 1) = 1. Any rotation system is (R’, T)-com- 
patible, and in particular so are Q and Q’. The common cover H 0 H of 
(H, Q) and (H, Q’) has three vertices of type 1 and three of type 2. It is 
easy to see that the graph H 0 H has no component on two vertices since 
both covering projections preserve the rotation systems. Hence H 0 H js 
connected. It has 6 vertices, 9 edges, and by Theorem 3.4 it has 3.1 = 3 
2-cells which are of length l.c.m.(2, 6) = 6. The corresponding hexagonal 
embedding of H 0 H in the torus is shown in Fig. 4. It is apparent that 
H 0 H is isomorphic to K3,3, the complete bipartite graph on 3 + 3 vertices. 
The labels (i, j) on the edges of H 0 H denote that such an edge is mapped 
by p to the edge ei of H, and by q to the edge ej of H, where e,, e,, and e2 
are arranged SO that Qa(ei) = Qb(ei) = ei- i and Q,(r(e,)) = QL- ‘(r(ei)) = 
Y(ei + i ), i = 0, 1, 2, and indices are modulo 3. 1 
FIG. 4. K3,3 as a common cover. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
4.1. 
Let G and H be connected graphs with a degree refinement R. Suppose 
that both graphs are (R, T)-compatibly embedded in surfaces M and N, 
respectively. Denote by P and Q the corresponding rotation systems on G 
and on H, respectively. Their common covering graph G 0 H is also 
(R, T)-compatibly embedded in a union of (connected) surfaces and both 
graph covering projections p: G 0 H-+G and q:G 0 H-+H extend to 
branched coverings of surfaces. Let X be any connected graph such that 
there are covering projections a: X + G and b: X + H. If the lifts of P and 
of Q to X are both equal to a rotation system Y on X, then a and b can be 
extended to branched coverings between the corresponding surfaces. It can 
be shown that, under the above conditions, the graph G 0 H has a connec- 
ted component L and there is a covering projection c: X -+ L such that 
a = pc and b = qc. Moreover, the lift of P* to X is equal to Y, thus c can be 
extended to a branched covering of corresponding surfaces. 
4.2. 
Though in some sense minimal and universal (see 4.1), the common 
cover G 0 H does not give the complete answer to the question under 
which conditions two graphs G and H can be 2-cell embedded in such a 
way that there exists a (finite) common cover K of G and H and a 2-cell 
embedding of K such that the two covering projections G +- K -+ H extend 
to branched coverings of surfaces. 
4.3. 
The construction of G 0 H depends in particular on the rotation systems 
P on G and Q on H. As they describe orientable embeddings of graphs, 
they cannot be used in case of nonorientable embedding(s) of G and/or of 
H. In this case we may take the orientable 2-fold cover(s) of the nonorien- 
table embedding(s), and then apply the known construction. We must take 
the following into account. Let P be the rotation system which describes 
the orientable embedding of a 2-fold cover GC2) of G. Then Gt2) has the 
same degree refinement R as G. If v1 and u2 are .two vertices of GC2) which 
project to the same vertex of G, then P,, = Pv, l. But since we demand that 
the rotation system P is (R, T)-compatible, this is acceptable if and only if 
the cyclic permutations Ti of the sets (i; 1 < j < n, yij # 0) are involutions, 
Ti = T<: I. This is satisfied if and only if R has at most two non-zero entries 
in each row. 
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4.4. 
We acknowledge the influence of a paper of S. Fisk [3] on our construc- 
tion of a common cover. In [3] a special kind of dual construction (called 
a minimal even cover) is applied to triangulations of surfaces. The graph of 
the minimal even cover of a triangulation K of an orientable surface is 
obtained as the dual graph of G 0 H (appropriately embedded) where G is 
the dual graph of K, and H is the graph on two vertices joined by three dis- 
joint edges. 
4.5. 
Suppose that G and H are graphs such that the degrees of vertices of G 
are relatively prime with degrees of vertices of H. If both graphs are embed- 
ded in such a way that the dual graphs G* and H* have a common 
uniform degree refinement (e.g., triangular or quadrilateral embeddings) 
then the common cover G* 0 H* and its embedding give rise to the dual 
which is isomorphic with the tensor product of G and H (cf. Theorem 3.4). 
A generalization of this result was obtained by Bouchet [2]. 
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